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Mobility is one of the cornerstones of the Bologna reform. In most cases studies are concerned with the 
necessary preconditions of students to be mobile (language skills, financial aid) and the institutional 
preparedness to receive foreign students and send their own students out to experience other HE 
systems. As mobility is not a goal in itself but should be integrated into the normal curriculum the 
European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) has proven a central element of mobility as it makes the efforts 
of students comparable and, in turn also seminars and lectures, teachers and universities. Mostly, this 
Europe wide comparability of teaching is seen as a step that fosters the general idea of mobility. 
However, with the credit transfer system also grades need to transferred and converted between 
national grading system and their local, often individual interpretations. This raises the problem of how 
the quality of teaching is made comparable without systematic empirical evidence and without 
bureaucratic control.  
  
Making grades comparable is difficult enough within universities. The problem is enhanced when 
carrying out the same task across national borders and under the condition that the ‘other’ university 
systems is factually unknown, and so is its grading system. Grades and grading from other universities 
are observed neither systematically nor comparatively. At best teachers have anecdotal evidence, 
mostly not even that. However, students need a fair solution to the problem and it seems essential for 
the mobility of students to have a clear-cut system of conversion. Until now, a bureaucratic solution 
with a centralised conversion table has not been implemented. In fact, we observe the emergence of 
local conversion tables as attempts to concretely and substantively establish conversion rates of grades 
between specific university departments, for example the roman language department of University A in 
the Netherlands and a humanities department of University B in Germany.  
  
The empirical part of this paper analyses some of this conversion tables with respect to their astonishing 
variation and inconsistency. As an emergent phenomenon, this is not surprising. What is more 
interesting is the emergence of maps of mutual recognition of teaching quality guide students in their 
choices of stays at foreign university, orient universities when establishing cooperation and exchange, 
and substantiate the fundamentally egalitarian idea of mobility that is advocated by the Bologna reform 
in form of preferential system of unequal access and recognition.  
  
The paper outlines the first features of such emergent system. If general conclusion are in place, it may 
be assumed that underneath the open and egalitarian claims of the Bologna process, the emergent 
practices to resolve issues have an uncontrolled effect, often enough into the opposite direction of 
proclaimed intentions. However, the structure of such practices reflects the Bologna process as well as 
they provide an interesting view on the European Higher education system.  

 

 
 


